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Abstract

Background: Mutations that alter chromosomal structure play critical roles in evolution and disease, including in
the origin of new lifestyles and pathogenic traits in microbes. Large-scale rearrangements in genomes are often
mediated by recombination events involving new or existing copies of mobile genetic elements, recently duplicated
genes, or other repetitive sequences. Most current software programs for predicting structural variation from short-read
DNA resequencing data are intended primarily for use on human genomes. They typically disregard information in
reads mapping to repeat sequences, and significant post-processing and manual examination of their output is often
required to rule out false-positive predictions and precisely describe mutational events.

Results: We have implemented an algorithm for identifying structural variation from DNA resequencing data as part of
the breseq computational pipeline for predicting mutations in haploid microbial genomes. Our method evaluates the
support for new sequence junctions present in a clonal sample from split-read alignments to a reference genome,
including matches to repeat sequences. Then, it uses a statistical model of read coverage evenness to accept or
reject these predictions. Finally, breseq combines predictions of new junctions and deleted chromosomal regions
to output biologically relevant descriptions of mutations and their effects on genes. We demonstrate the performance
of breseq on simulated Escherichia coli genomes with deletions generating unique breakpoint sequences, new insertions
of mobile genetic elements, and deletions mediated by mobile elements. Then, we reanalyze data from an E. coli K-12
mutation accumulation evolution experiment in which structural variation was not previously identified. Transposon
insertions and large-scale chromosomal changes detected by breseq account for ~25% of spontaneous mutations
in this strain. In all cases, we find that breseq is able to reliably predict structural variation with modest read-depth
coverage of the reference genome (>40-fold).

Conclusions: Using breseq to predict structural variation should be useful for studies of microbial epidemiology,
experimental evolution, synthetic biology, and genetics when a reference genome for a closely related strain is
available. In these cases, breseq can discover mutations that may be responsible for important or unintended
changes in genomes that might otherwise go undetected.
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Background
Comprehensively identifying genetic variation is critical
for understanding the rate and character of genome evo-
lution in laboratory experiments [1], locating the mutations
that cause Mendelian diseases, tracking clonal evolution in
cancer progression [2], and profiling the emergence of new
microbial pathogens and their evolution during chronic
infections [3,4]. Evolutionarily related genomes may exhibit
single-nucleotide variation (SNV) and short insertion or
deletion (indel) variation, but also structural variation (SV)
consisting of larger chromosomal deletions, insertions, and
rearrangements. SV may typically have a greater effect on
the functions of target genes than SNV and indels, and
these types of mutations may also give rise to novel pheno-
types that are inaccessible by the other classes of mutations
[5]. However, SV is more difficult to predict than SNV and
indel variation from DNA sequencing data, particularly
short-read data like that produced by many next-generation
technologies. Here, we examine the case of genome
“resequencing” where a high-quality and complete ref-
erence genome exists that is closely related to the DNA
sequencing sample that is being analyzed.
Structural variation in genome resequencing data is com-

monly predicted using two distinct types of evidence
derived from how reads map to a reference genome:
paired-end mapping (PEM) and split-read alignment (SRA)
evidence. Programs such as BreakDancer [6], SVDetect [7],
and VariationHunter-CR [8] identify possible SV by exam-
ining PEM data for genomic locations associated with read
pairs mapped with anomalous insert sizes or pair orienta-
tions. A disadvantage of using only this information is that,
generally, it cannot resolve the exact location of a break-
point and the new sequence junction it creates. Thus, pro-
grams such as Pindel [9], FusionSeq [10], FusionMap
[11], and TopHat2 [12,13] predict SV using post-processing
modules or read-mapping programs that exploit SRA
evidence, usually in conjunction with PEM evidence, to
determine exact sequence breakpoints. A final strategy
for predicting SV is to perform de novo assembly of the
sequencing reads and then map the resulting contigs
back to the reference genome to find discrepancies result-
ing from large-scale chromosomal changes [14].
Most current software tools for predicting genome struc-

tural variation are intended for use with the human gen-
ome, or at least a diploid eukaryotic genome. In these large
genomes of 100 Mb to 10 Gb, computational speed and
memory usage can become an issue, so reads that map to
repetitive genomic regions are typically disregarded [6,7,9]
or may even be removed from a sample prior to sequen-
cing (e.g., by using exome capture). The computational
search space for valid SRAs may be further restricted by
algorithms that look specifically for gene fusions [10-13]
or use species-specific databases of repeats [8]. However,
many common types of structural variation can only be
detected by exploring read alignments to repeat sequences
in genomes, and these existing tools are not easily adapted
to haploid microbial genomes without substantial modifi-
cations and optimization by the end user.
In lieu of a proven software tool for predicting SVs in

microbial genomes, ad hoc workflows have been employed
by labs that resequence microbial genomes. These ap-
proaches may involve manually examining regions where
read matches greatly diverge from the reference [15], post-
processing the output of SV-prediction tools that examine
SRA and PEM evidence [16], or comparing the output of
de novo assembly tools to the reference genome [17,18].
Each of these approaches requires significant manual
examination of the results to extract true-positives from
a high background rate of spurious predictions and to
precisely describe the sequence changes caused by mu-
tations that lead to structural variation. This high cost
in time and effort means that in many cases, structural
variation is simply not analyzed [19,20]. Thus, only a
fraction of the true genetic variation is profiled in many
studies of closely related strains.
We have implemented a split-read alignment analysis

procedure that accurately predicts mutational events lead-
ing to structural variation in clonal samples of haploid
microbial genomes as part of the breseq computational
pipeline [21]. Preliminary versions of the breseq SV pre-
diction pipeline described here have been previously used
in several experimental studies [5,22-24]. Here, we fully
describe the prediction methods and demonstrate robust
performance on simulated E. coli resequencing data sets
with typical read lengths and depths of genomic coverage.
Then, we use breseq to identify mutations leading to struc-
tural variation that evolved during an evolution experi-
ment with E. coli K-12 that was previously used to estimate
the spontaneous rates of mutations leading to SNVs and
indels in this organism. Mutations leading to SV, in par-
ticular transposition of insertion sequences and deletions
mediated by these mobile elements, represent ~25% of the
spontaneous mutations in this strain. Their prevalence
highlights the importance of predicting SV in genetic stud-
ies of microorganisms.

Implementation
breseq overview
breseq (pronounced \brēz-ˈsēk\) is an integrated compu-
tational pipeline intended for predicting mutations in hap-
loid genomes of less than approximately 20 Mb in total
length [21] (Additional file 1). It is implemented in C++
and designed to run as a command-line tool on Unix-like
platforms, including Mac OS X and Cygwin. breseq re-
quires Samtools (version 0.1.18 is bundled with the code),
the read mapper/aligner Bowtie 2 (version 2.1.0 or later;
2.1.0 was used here), and the R statistical computing envir-
onment (version 2.14 or later; 2.15.3 was used here). All of
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these programs are freely downloadable as either source
code or compiled executables. breseq is invoked using
a single command that takes as input FASTQ format-
ted DNA sequencing reads and reference sequences in
GenBank, GFF3, or FASTA format. Providing feature
annotations (e.g., locations and names of genes) in the
reference files is optional. When present, they are used
to optimize the placement of junction breakpoints with
respect to mobile elements and to output additional in-
formation about the molecular effects of mutations on
specific genes.
The breseq pipeline uses a reference-sequence-based

mapping strategy, which includes evaluating new sequence
junctions supported by split-read alignments and tracking
multiply-mapped reads, to predict point mutations and
structural mutations from short-read DNA resequencing
data. As output, breseq produces an HTML archive with
human-readable summary tables and the relevant evidence
for each predicted mutation, including pileups of read
alignments and graphs of read-depth coverage. Output
is also provided in a machine-readable Genome Diff flat
file format that contains entries for predicted mutations
(e.g., deletion, base substitution, indel, mobile element
insertion) linked to evidence supporting each genome
sequence change (e.g., missing sequencing coverage, new
sequence junctions, mismatches within aligned reads).
The gdtools program packaged with breseq can be used to
manipulate Genome Diff files for further analysis. For ex-
ample, it can compare mutations predicted in multiple
samples or apply changes in a Genome Diff file to generate
a mutated version of the genome. Aligned reads and mu-
tation predictions are also output in community formats
(e.g., BAM [25] and VCF [26]) that can be directly input
into other tools or visualization environments such as
Tablet [27] or the Integrative Genomics Viewer [28].
The following sections describe the specific steps of the

breseq pipeline used to predict new sequence junctions and
genomic regions that are missing sequencing coverage in a
sample and to infer several types of structural variants
from this evidence (Figure 1). Then, we evaluate the per-
formance of breseq for detecting these types of mutations
in simulated and experimental short-read genome rese-
quencing data sets. The methods that breseq uses to pre-
dict point mutations and small indels from read alignment
evidence are described in the online breseq documentation
and elsewhere [22,29], and they are not benchmarked here.

Mapping reads
breseq uses Bowtie2 to map short sequence read data to
the reference genome because it performs gapped align-
ment, finds local matches in the read, and allows exhaust-
ive reporting of all alignments between a read and the
reference sequence [30]. Bowtie2 options are used where
alignment scores are set to be equal to the number of base
matches minus three times the number of base mis-
matches (down-weighted if they are lower quality base
calls), with a gap open penalty of 2 and a gap extension
penalty of 3. A staged alignment procedure is employed
to accelerate read mapping and alignment. The first,
“stringent” phase reports reads with near-perfect matches
to the reference genome by using long and sparse seed
substrings (seed length of 0.5 times the average read length,
constrained to a minimum of 9 and a maximum of 31; seed
spacing equal to 1 plus 0.25 times the square root of
the read length, rounded down) and a stringent align-
ment score threshold (0.9 times the read length). Then,
remaining unmapped reads are aligned to the reference
in a “relaxed” phase with parameters that enable split-read
matches to be reported. This stage uses shorter seed sub-
string requirements (seed length of 5 bases plus 0.1 times
the average read length, rounded down and constrained to
a minimum of 9 and a maximum of 31; seeds spaced by 1
plus 0.25 times the square root of the read length) and a
much lower alignment score threshold (6 plus 0.2 times
the read length). In both stages, every valid alignment to
the reference genome is reported, including all informa-
tion about how reads map to repeat sequences.
Depending on whether an alignment to the reference

genome matches far enough past a large indel for an ex-
tended alignment including both sides to achieve a higher
score, different reads that overlap the same genomic site
may be reported as two separate alignments or a single
alignment with gaps. To treat these cases uniformly, breseq
further splits all initially reported read matches into mul-
tiple separate alignments at sites with indels of a certain
length or longer (default: 3). In this step, there are cases
where, due to inserted bases in the sample that exactly
repeat existing reference bases (short duplications), single
alignments are rewritten as two overlapping read align-
ments, rather than simply divided in half, so that the single-
alignment mapping results exactly match what would have
been output in the two-alignment case.

Identifying junction candidates
Next, breseq creates a list of potential new sequence
junctions, which may indicate that distant genomic sites
in the reference sequence are juxtaposed in the sample,
from the lists of split-read alignments. For all reads where
no one alignment spans 90% of the total read length,
breseq examines all pairs of alignments reported between
the read and the reference genome. Each alignment pair
uniquely specifies a junction candidate: the new sequence
that would exist in the sample DNA if two discontinuous
regions of the reference genome were joined (Figures 2
and 3). This approach assumes that cases where individual
reads from a sample genuinely map to three or more dis-
tinct locations in the reference genome will be extremely
rare, which will generally be true for short-read data from



Figure 1 Overview of the steps used by breseq to identify and annotate mutations in a haploid microbial genome from short-read
resequencing data.
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samples that have not greatly diverged from the reference
genome.
A junction candidate is defined by the endpoints of the

first and second matches of the alignment pair to the refer-
ence sequence that are nearest the breakpoint (a2 and b1)
and the directions each sequence extends away from the
breakpoint in reference sequence coordinates (whether
a2 > a1 and whether b2 > b1). Additionally, there may be
overlap between the two alignments (V) because bases
at the breakpoint in the read could be assigned to either
location in the reference genome without changing the
junction sequence (Figure 2a). If there are base mis-
matches or indels in the initial alignment of this overlap
region to either reference location, then each reference
alignment is trimmed back until it consists of only perfect
matches to the reference genome in the overlap region
(Figure 2b). Alternatively, there may be bases at the break-
point that are unique to the read (U). That is, they are not
contained within the alignment of either side of the read
to the reference genome (Figure 3a). In summary, any
junction candidate sequence can be fully specified by six
junction description parameters: two reference positions,
two orientations with respect to the reference sequence,
the number of overlap bases, and the identities of any
inserted bases that are in the read and not in the reference
(Figures 2c and 3b).
To reduce the number of possible new junction candi-

dates generated, breseq only considers pairs of split-read
alignments that meet all of the following criteria:

� One alignment must start at the first base of the read
(a1 = r1).
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Figure 2 Junction candidate creation from split-read alignments
that overlap. a) If two alignments of a read to the reference genome
overlap, the overlapping bases at the center of the read could potentially
be assigned to two separate locations in the reference sequence. b) If
the read alignments in (a) had the imperfect alignments pictured here,
the coordinates of each match and their overlap would be corrected as
pictured by removing overlap until the remainder is a perfect match
with no indels or mismatched bases. c) This type of junction candidate
can be fully described by the reference coordinates defining each side of
the junction breakpoint, the directions in the reference sequence each
junction side continues to match from those breakpoint positions, and
the number of overlapping bases in the read alignments.
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Figure 3 Junction candidate creation from split-read alignments
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are unique “read-only” bases present between the two matches to the
reference sequence that do not match either side. b) This type of
junction candidate can be fully described by the reference coordinates
on each side of the junction breakpoint, the directions in the reference
sequence each junction side continues to match from those positions,
and the identity of the read-only bases inserted at the junction
breakpoint.
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� If the length of the read is 50 bases or less, the other
alignment must end on the final base of the read.
For longer reads, the number of unaligned bases at
the end of the read must be no more than 10% of
the number of bases by which the total read length
exceeds 50 bases (if L ≤50, then s2 = L; otherwise
s2 ≥ L – 0.1 (L – 50)).

� The portion of each alignment that does not overlap
the other must span a number of bases in the read
at least equal to 20% of its total length (min(s1, r2) –
r1 + 1 ≥ 0.2 L and s2 – max (s1, r2) +1 ≥ 0.2 L).

� The number of read bases in the overlap between
the alignments must be no more than 12 plus 40%
of the number of bases by which the read length
exceeds 12 (if r2 > s1 + 1, then V = s1 – r2 – 1 ≤ 12 +
0.4 [L – 12]).

� The number of bases unique to the read between
the matches to reference sequence must be no more
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than 12 plus 40% of the number of bases by which
the read length exceeds 12 bases (if s1 > r2 + 1, then
U = s1 – r2 – 1 ≤ 12 + 0.4 [L – 12]).

� Only alignment pairs with the maximum value of
the number of bases spanned in the read by the two
alignments (s2 – r1 + 1) that is observed over all
alignment pairs for a given read are eligible to
construct junction candidates.

For all alignment pairs for a read that pass these guards,
a junction candidate sequence is constructed by taking the
corresponding regions of the reference genome and join-
ing them together, accounting for any overlap between the
alignments or for any intermediate bases that are in the
read but not in the reference genome. The junction candi-
date sequence is extended on each end by adding enough
bases to ensure that if the longest read in the input data
set mapped to the junction across its breakpoint it would
have a better alignment score than the best match to any-
where in the reference genome. This step requires adding
a number of bases from the reference to each side equal
to one fewer than the maximum read length in the sam-
ple, minus the overlap (V) or read-only sequence (U) size.
While processing all reads with suitable split mappings

to the reference sequence in this manner, the lists of pre-
dicted junctions with the exact same junction sequence
and junction description parameters are merged into a
running list of possibilities. So that two equivalent junc-
tion candidates will be merged together regardless of
which DNA strand the original reads matched, junction
sequences are reverse complemented, if necessary, so that
the first side (left in the orientation of the junction se-
quence) is always described by the first reference sequence
matched of those provided as input (in alphabetical sort
order by sequence ID) or by the lowest reference co-
ordinate matched if both sides align to the same refer-
ence sequence.
Because breseq uses read mapping options that report

all alignments to sequence repeats in the reference gen-
ome, pairs of alignments for the same read that match dif-
ferent reference locations may yield equivalent junction
sequences but different junction descriptions. For example,
reads that map to the boundary of a new insertion of a mo-
bile element that is multicopy in the original genome will
have multiple alignments to the reference sequence for the
portion overlapping the mobile element. Due to differences
in the flanking bases at the boundaries of different copies
of the multicopy repeat sequence, the same junction may
also be described with a different number of overlapping
bases or inserted read-only bases at the breakpoint for each
of these possibilities. Therefore, breseq next collapses the
list of junction predictions further: to the set of the shortest
junction candidate sequences that are subsequences of
other sequences or their reverse complements, effectively
favoring those junctions with the least overlap or smallest
number of unique read bases. In this merging step, it also
prefers to keep junctions in which both ends map to the
same reference sequence fragment (e.g., chromosome),
rather than different ones, and in which the two ends
match nearby coordinates if they are on the same ref-
erence sequence.
To determine the best merged junction candidates to

further test, breseq next assigns a coverage evenness score
to each one (Figure 4). This score is equal to the number
of distinct start positions for alignments of reads that ex-
tend across the breakpoint far enough to unambiguously
support the junction and not the reference sequence. That
is, they must span any overlap or read-only bases in the
junction sequence. If the junction is a short deletion of a
few bases in the reference sequence, then it may be re-
quired to extend additional bases that are not accounted
for in these values — a continuation length — in order to
unambiguously support the junction and count toward
the actual or possible coverage evenness score (Figure 5).
Each read is counted as starting at the position in the ref-
erence genome where its first base matches, so alignments
with the same start and end coordinates, but on opposite
strands will each count toward this evenness score once.
Reads overlapping a typical position in the reference

genome will have start sites that are relatively evenly dis-
tributed before and after that position for reads that align
to the top and bottom strands, respectively (Figure 4a).
New junctions that are the result of mutations should simi-
larly be supported by reads that cross the breakpoint in
many different registers. In contrast, junction candidates
resulting from sequencing artifacts tend to be supported
by reads that align unevenly across a junction and may
have low evenness scores even when they have very high
coverage (Figure 4b). This situation can result from reads
with systematic errors, like homopolymeric base calls at
their ends, or from reads in the sample that are so signifi-
cantly different from the reference sequence that they are
no longer accurately mapped.
Finally, the list of junction candidates is sorted from

high to low by this coverage evenness score and only
the top candidates are saved according to an iterative deci-
sion procedure. At each step, all junctions with the next-
highest score in the list are considered for inclusion. If the
new total number of junction candidates accepted to this
point, including these, would exceed some maximum (de-
fault: 5000) or the cumulative length of junction candidate
sequences to this point would exceed a threshold value
(default: 10% of the reference genome length), then these
and all lower-scoring junctions are not retained, as long as
some minimum number of junction candidates has already
been accepted at this point (default: 100). In addition to
these criteria, a junction candidate must have at least some
minimum evenness score to be considered (default: 2).
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do not extend across the breakpoint and any overlap or read-only bases (yellow highlighting) are not counted toward the evenness score. Although the
two examples have the same number of reads that support the new junction because they align across the breakpoint and match the junction better
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a junction, as illustrated in Figure 5.
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Evaluating new junction evidence
Some sequencing reads may map reasonably well to the
original reference genome but actually align better to a
junction candidate sequence. This situation can arise, for
example, when the junction sequence spans an insertion
...AAACTGACTGACTCGCGC...

...AAACTGACT
        GACTCGCGC...

      CTGACTCGCGC...
...AAACTGACTC
...AAACTGACT

Reference

Junction side 1
Junction side 2

Read 1 (ambiguous)
Read 2 (supports junction)
Read 3 (ambiguous)

...AAACT----GACTCGCGC... Sample

Junction side 1
continuation Overlap

Figure 5 Case where additional read continuation across a
breakpoint is required to support a junction candidate. In certain
cases a read alignment must extend further across a junction breakpoint
than just through the alignment overlap or read-only sequences to
support the junction versus aligning equally well to the original
reference sequence. One such case, where there is a deletion of
four bases in a short tandem repeat region is shown. In this example,
read alignments to the junction candidate sequence must extend across
the four overlapping junction bases and the three bases shown on their
left side to support the junction.
or deletion of several bases in the sample relative to the
reference. For junctions between sequences that were dis-
tant in the original reference genome, this situation can also
occur when a read is not initially mappable to both sides of
a junction because it does not extend far enough past the
breakpoint to seed and detect a match to one side or the
other. To resolve and properly count these cases when
evaluating junctions, breseq re-maps all input reads to
the set of candidate junction sequences using Bowtie2
with the stringent criteria for reporting alignments that
were used in the first stage of mapping to the reference
genome. For each read, breseq compares the alignment
scores of the best matches to junction sequences and
the reference sequence. If a read matches the reference
genome better than all junction candidates, then it is
immediately assigned to that location and not considered
further with respect to junctions. If it matches a junction
or multiple junctions better than or equally as well as the
reference genome, then the read is temporarily saved with
those junctions in an unresolved state until evidence from
all reads has been compiled.
To evaluate whether to call a genomic variant in the

sample, one would like to determine whether the final
collection of reads that align to a candidate junction re-
sembles those found at a typical site in the reference gen-
ome. To this end, the coverage evenness score — equal to
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the number of unique reference positions matched by the
first bases of reads extending past the breakpoint and any
overlap or read-only junction bases (Figure 4) — is recal-
culated based on the re-aligned reads that match best to
each junction. This score is now used to rule out junction
candidates with unusually low coverage or coverage biased
toward certain registers with respect to the breakpoint
that may be the result of mapping artifacts, contaminat-
ing sequences, or failed reads. This general approach has
been used to manually screen out false-positive predictions
of gene fusions [31] and incorporated into the scoring
scheme used by TopHat2 [12]. We score the evenness
of read coverage across a predicted breakpoint to evalu-
ate the support for a new sequence junction in the con-
text of a statistical model of read coverage across a
haploid genome.
First, to calibrate whether any given coverage evenness

score is unusually low with respect to the expectation for a
typical position in the reference genome, breseq fits the dis-
tribution of coverage read depth across the genome and
determines the average chance that at least one read starts
at a given position of the reference sequence. These param-
eters are estimated from the initial best mappings of reads
to the reference genome before resolving candidate junc-
tions. For short-read resequencing data, the depth of read
coverage at different positions in the reference genome
is fit well by an overdispersed Poisson (negative binomial)
distribution [29]. breseq fits this distribution using unique-
only reference genome positions (those not matched by
any read that maps to multiple reference locations equally
well) (Figure 6a). Before fitting, this data is left-censored at
half the average coverage, to account for positions that are
truly deleted in the sample but may have a small amount
Figure 6 Missing coverage evidence. a) The censored fit of read depth a
negative binomial distribution is shown for one of the E. coli samples from
extending putative deleted regions of the genome is determined by taking
distribution as described in the text (arrow). b) A missing coverage evidence i
are determined by extending outward from a seed region with zero coverage
that match genomic repeat sequences until the coverage of uniquely aligned
and right boundaries both correspond to a range of positions because th
the extent of the deletion can be resolved by examining new junction ev
of residual coverage due to incorrect mapping of reads with
errors or cross-contamination from sequencing similar gen-
ome samples without the deletion at the same time. The
data is also right-censored at 1.5 times the average coverage
so that fitting will be more robust against cases where failed
sequencing reads may spuriously map to a small number
of genomic locations, creating anomalously high coverage,
and to cases where there are increases in copy-number in
a sample relative to the reference across a significant por-
tion of the genome. The negative binomial distribution is
described by the mean coverage (μcov) and a size param-
eter (αcov) reflecting the overdispersion. As coverage is
tabulated, the number of unique-only positions with no
reads beginning there that match a given strand (forward
or reverse) is also tracked for each reference sequence.
Dividing this total count by twice the number of unique-
only positions in a reference sequence gives �H 0 , the aver-
age chance that no read will be found to start at a given
position extending across a breakpoint, i.e., the chance
that a possible position where a read could have started
will contribute to the evenness score for a junction.
After creating this model of the statistics of the evenness

score, breseq iterates through all junction candidates, begin-
ning with the one with the highest coverage evenness score,
and calculates how extreme this score is relative to expecta-
tions to accept or reject the prediction. In cases where reads
are currently unresolved because they matched equally well
to more than one junction sequence, these reads are tem-
porarily assigned to the current junction and included
in its recalculated evenness score at this point. The pos-
sible values that the coverage evenness score can take
for a junction are determined by the maximum read length,
but when reads with different lengths are present in a data
t sites with unique-only coverage across the reference genome to a
the mutation accumulation evolution experiment. The threshold for
the coverage value that produces a left-tail probability from the fit

tem is shown for the same E. coli sample to illustrate how its boundaries
of uniquely aligned reads through regions with multiply-mapped reads
reads exceeds the calculated propagation threshold. Note that the left
ey fall within repeat regions. In some cases, this type of ambiguity in
idence matching the endpoints.
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set, the average read length �Lð Þ gives a better idea of what
values of the evenness score to expect. In addition, junc-
tions with overlap bases or unique read-only bases will have
fewer possibilities for reads to be positioned such that they
align better to the junction sequence than to the reference
genome, and therefore contribute to the coverage evenness
score (Figure 4). As described above, it is also possible –
particularly for deletions or duplications of short sequence
repeats – that a read aligning from one side of the junction
would not be distinguishable as matching the junction bet-
ter than the reference unless it aligned a certain number of
additional bases past the breakpoint (Figure 5). To account
for both of these considerations, the expected maximum
possible evenness score (Smax) for a particular junction
candidate is revised downward by taking into account
the overlap (a2 − b1 + 1) and the numbers of ambiguous
continuation bases on side one (C1) and side two (C2):

Smax ¼ 2 �L− a2−b1 þ 1ð Þ−C1−C2½ � ð1Þ

The chance of observing a given evenness score at a
typical reference position is calculated by integrating the
chances that a certain depth of read coverage would
occur and the chance that one would observe the given
evenness score at that read depth given the chance that a
position would not have any reads with alignments start-
ing at that position on a given strand �H 0ð Þ and would,
thus, not contribute to the score. Therefore, breseq calcu-
lates a p-value for rejecting the null hypothesis that the
start position and strand distribution of reads across each
junction is typical of the rest of the genome according to
the following equation:

p ¼
X∞
x ¼ 1

NegBinom x; μcov; αcovð ÞBinomCDF x; 1− �H 0

x
μcov

� �
;Smax

 !

ð2Þ

where NegBinom (x, μ, α) is the probability of observ-
ing x events from the negative binomial distribution with
mean μ and size parameter α, and BinomCDF (x, p, n) is
the chance of x of fewer successes in n draws with prob-
ability p of a success each time. The probability of success in
this case is the chance that a read will be observed beginning
at a given position and on a given strand at an arbitrary
position in the reference genome as a whole, estimated
as described above. This calculation uses a value for this
chance that scales with the current coverage in the sum-
mation relative to the average coverage of the reference
sequence. If the two sides of the junction match two
different reference sequences (which may have different
coverage-evenness properties), then a p-value is calculated
for each one and the junction is assigned the least-
significant value.
The “evenness skew” for the junction candidate is de-
fined as the negative base-10 logarithm of this p-value, and
breseq rejects predictions with skew scores that exceed
some threshold (default: 3.0). For accepted junctions, any
unresolved read alignments that mapped equally well to
other junctions are claimed by the accepted junction pre-
diction and are not counted toward the score of alternative
junctions they matched equally well when they are consid-
ered later. The top-scoring rejected junctions are saved for
reporting as marginal predictions in the output.
For accepted junctions, ambiguous placement of the

breakpoint with respect to the two disjoint locations of
matches in the reference sequence due to overlap is
assigned to one side or the other according to the fol-
lowing rules. First, if reference sequence annotations of
type “repeat sequence” or “mobile element” are present,
and the breakpoint is within a certain distance of the end
of one of these features (default: 20 bases), then the break-
point is shifted to exactly align to the end of the annotated
feature. This may involve assigning all of the overlap bases
near the breakpoint to one side, or some of these bases
to both sides of the junction. Second, if one side of the
junction was marked as having only repeat sequence
alignments during the phase when candidate junction
sequences were constructed, then all of the ambiguous
bases at the breakpoint are assigned to the side that had
only unique alignments. If both sides of the junction had
unique alignments, then the side with the highest priority
when sorting by reference sequence ID and then by coord-
inate, is assigned all overlap bases. Reads mapping across
successful junctions are split at the breakpoint and the
two pieces are added to the final file of alignments to the
reference genome as separate matches so that they are
counted correctly toward predictions of other mutations,
such as base substitutions.

Evaluating missing coverage evidence
In addition to compiling new junction evidence for struc-
tural variants as detailed above, breseq includes a step
where it examines read coverage for evidence of deleted
chromosomal regions. To do this, it first identifies ref-
erence positions where there is zero coverage of both
uniquely-mapped and multiply-mapped reads. These seed
intervals are propagated outward and joined through areas
where the total of the unique-only read coverage is below
a cutoff value. This threshold is calculated from the nega-
tive binomial fit to the coverage distribution (discussed
above) by choosing a coverage value that yields a left-tail
probability of 0.05 divided by the square root of the length
of the current reference sequence (Figure 6a). Note that
this procedure may lead to extending and joining puta-
tive missing coverage intervals through regions where
multiply-mapped reads align (Figure 6b). When these occur
between areas where there is unique-only coverage below a
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certain threshold or no coverage at all, it is assumed that
those regions are also part of a deletion because the reads
mapping there match equally well to a region elsewhere
in the genome that was not deleted. When a region with
multiply-mapped reads occurs on the margin of a region
of missing coverage, the endpoint of the predicted deletion
on that side is considered ambiguous, unless resolved by
integrating this evidence with junction predictions as de-
scribed below.

Mutation annotation
breseq predicts and annotates several types of mutations
that produce structural variation by considering new junc-
tion (JC) and missing coverage (MC) evidence together
with reference sequence annotations of the locations of
mobile elements (Figure 7a). This automated integration
of information results in precise (i.e., down to the exact
nucleotide) and biologically meaningful (e.g., insertion of a
new copy of the transposable element IS150 with duplica-
tion of three target site base pairs) predictions of how a
sequence is altered in the sample relative to the reference
that would be laborious to reconstruct from the output
of other programs that could potentially be used to predict
SV in microbial genomes. The predictions by breseq
include:

1. Large deletions creating unique junctions (JC +MC
evidence) – When the endpoints of a missing coverage
evidence item exactly match the breakpoint in a
junction evidence item with two uniquely aligned
sides, the region between them is predicted as a
deletion. Deletions of this kind can be caused by
illegitimate recombination.

2. Deletions between by two copies of a repeat element
(MC evidence) – When the ends of a missing
coverage evidence item both fall within regions of
multiply-mapped read coverage that are annotated
in the reference genome as copies of the same repeat
element in the same orientation, then a deletion is
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predicted that includes the intervening region between
the repeats and the second of the two repeat copies.
These types of deletions may occur via homologous
recombination.

3. Short deletions, insertions, substitutions, and tandem
amplifications (JC evidence) – When the two sides
of a new junction evidence item are uniquely aligned
and the breakpoint positions are located within a
distance of each other in the reference genome that
is smaller than the average read length, then they
are resolved to predict the corresponding change.
Note that deletions are predicted even without
missing coverage evidence in this case because it is
possible for one or a few spurious reads or read
alignments to prevent the prediction of a very small
missing coverage evidence item.

4. New mobile element insertions (JC + JC evidence) –
When two junction evidence items have unique
endpoints on one side that are located within 20
base pairs of one another and match opposite sides
of the same repeat element family annotated in the
reference genome, then they are resolved to predict
a new insertion of a mobile element. A target site
duplication of several bases typically occurs when a
new copy of a bacterial transposable element inserts
into a genome. The size of this duplication is
predicted from the locations of the junctions.
Additional deletions of a few bases from the ends of
the newly inserted element relative to its consensus
sequence or insertions of a few bases within the
target site duplication may be necessary to reconcile
the exact breakpoint sequences in some cases
(Figure 7b).

5. Deletions mediated by mobile elements (JC +MC
evidence) – These mutations are predicted when a
missing coverage evidence item exists with one side
overlapping a repeat sequence in the reference
genome and a new junction evidence item matches
the unique side of the missing coverage interval and
the proximal side of any copy of the corresponding
repeat family in the genome. In this case, a deletion
is predicted that extends from the unique breakpoint
on one side of the repeat element up to its
boundary.

Missing coverage and accepted new junctions that are
not resolved into predictions of precise mutational events
are displayed as “unassigned evidence” in the HTML out-
put for further evaluation by the user. For example, breseq
currently does not attempt to resolve new junction evi-
dence that could support tandem sequence duplications
greater than the read length. It also does not attempt to
use new junction evidence items in which both sides
fall in repeated reference genome sequences to predict
mutations. These cases and other more complex types
of events can potentially be resolved by manually exam-
ining unassigned evidence items, read-depth coverage
graphs, and the relative locations of repeated sequences
in the genome to predict the most likely mutational event
[21]. In addition, the top-scoring junctions that were
rejected according to the statistical tests described above
are listed on a separate page that contains “marginal
evidence” to potentially aid in resolving other unassigned
evidence items.

Results and discussion
Simulated data sets
To evaluate the performance of junction prediction by
breseq we first computationally mutated the E. coli B
REL606 genome sequence [32]. Each simulated genome
had many instances of a single type of structural variation
that can be detected because it creates new sequence junc-
tions: (1) Large deletions creating unique junctions. For
each test genome, 100 deletions of 400–1000 base pairs
that created junctions between non-repeat sequences were
simulated. (2) New mobile element insertions. An insertion
sequence (IS) is a bacterial transposable element that is
capable of inserting a new copy of its sequence elsewhere
in the genome [33]. For each test genome, 100 new IS in-
sertions were simulated with the newly inserted sequence
randomly chosen from existing IS element copies. The
mechanism of IS integration typically results in a short
duplication of a few bases adjacent to the target site
(Figure 7b). We randomly chose to duplicate 1–10 bases
for each simulated insertion. (3) Deletions mediated by
mobile elements. DNA cleavage or insertion of a new IS
copy may lead to a deletion flanking a nearby, existing
copy of an identical IS element in a reference genome
with the same orientation [34], which eliminates the
intervening sequence and one IS copy. For each test
genome, only 40 of these events were simulated be-
cause there are only 49 total annotated IS elements in
the reference genome that could be chosen to mediate
an adjacent deletion. We selected these three types of
mutations because they are commonly found in labora-
tory evolution experiments with this strain [22].
To prevent the endpoints of these mutations from fall-

ing in repeat sequences that would lead to ambiguity in
predicting their locations from short-read resequencing
data and from occurring adjacent to one another and
leading to more complicated genetic changes, we further
restricted the possible locations for each simulated muta-
tion as follows. First, we enumerated all exact sequence
repeats of ≥36 bases in the reference genome using
MUMmer (version 3.23) [35]. Then, we required that the
sites affected by each mutation be spaced at least 1,000
bases from one another and from every one of these exact
sequence repeats. For generating IS-mediated deletions,
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an existing IS element was randomly chosen and the dele-
tion extended from either the left or right margin with
equal probability. Another deletion mediated by the same
IS element on its other side, was ruled out in adding fur-
ther mutations to that simulated genome.
We created enough test genomes to have a total of

1,000 mutations in each of the three categories. The
Mason read simulator (version 0.1.2) was used to simu-
late FASTQ files of next-generation sequencing reads that
would be obtained by sequencing these reference genomes
[36]. Specifically, we generated fragment (single-end) read
data sets under the Illumina model with exact read lengths
of 36, 50, 100, and 200 bases; and under the Roche 454
model with varying read lengths averaging 100, 200, and
400 bases with a standard deviation of 10%. To test soft-
ware performance with different levels of read coverage
depth, we simulated FASTQ files with 10-, 20-, 40- and
80-fold genomic coverage for each technology and read
length.
The simulated data sets were analyzed by breseq (version

0.25) using default settings. The same junction sequence
can potentially be described in many different yet equiva-
lent ways using our junction description scheme: the
breakpoint coordinates can be shifted when there is
overlap between the two read matches, or different co-
ordinates and strands can be used to describe a side of
a junction that matches a repeated sequence in the refer-
ence genome. Therefore, we compared the breseq predic-
tions to our input structural variants at the level of
junction sequences rather than junction descriptions.
For the breseq predictions and the original file of input
variants, we generated the corresponding junction se-
quences from the reference genome and added five fewer
bases than the average read length being tested as flanking
bases on each end of the overlap region at the breakpoint.
If the sequence of a junction in the breseq predictions
matched the sequence of a junction in the simulated gen-
ome or one of the two junction sequences was an exact
subsequence of the other, they were judged to be equiva-
lent predictions.
We evaluated the sensitivity (fraction of true-positive

junctions predicted) and precision (number of true-
positive predictions divided by the total number of junc-
tion predictions) for each simulated data set (Figures 8
and 9). All analyses used the default parameters except for
the simulated 400-base 454 reads with the new mobile
element insertions, for which the maximum cumulative
length of junction candidate sequences was increased to
25% of the reference genome length and the minimum
number of candidate junctions tested was increased to
250 so that enough of the longer junction candidates were
tested to enable evaluation of all 200 true-positive junc-
tions. Predictions of these mutations by breseq were highly
specific and sensitive for all technologies and read lengths
when there was at least 20-fold coverage of the reference
genome. These results show that the skew score provides
a good statistical cutoff at the default significance level
(p = 0.001) for predicting the new sequence junctions
created by all three categories of mutations.
We next tested the prediction of junctions in simulated

data sets with very high read-depth coverage to determine
whether the evenness skew score would become saturated,
such that it no longer provided an effective metric for
evaluating junctions. This situation might occur when
reads exist that match the reference starting at nearly
every reference position on both strands. We used Mason
to generate a series of Illumina single-end 50-base read
data sets for one of the simulated genomes with 100 dele-
tions. These data sets progressively included additional
reads to achieve 80-, 160-, 320-, 640-, 1,280-, and 2,560-
fold genomic coverage. For each of these samples, breseq
identified the 100 junctions present in simulated genome
perfectly (all true-positive predictions). At the higher
coverage values we observed more spurious junction
candidates, but these were all rejected on the basis of
their skew scores.

Reanalysis of an E. coli evolution experiment
Because the simulated data does not fully reflect the types
of sequencing errors present in a real data set, we next
used breseq to predict mutations in genome resequencing
data from a mutation accumulation (MA) laboratory evo-
lution experiment with E. coli [19]. In bacterial MA experi-
ments, replicate lineages are cultured for many generations
by picking an arbitrary colony and streaking it out on a
new agar plate each day. Due to the random choice of
which individual colony is chosen and the frequent bot-
tlenecks each time a subsequent colony grows from a
single cell, this procedure leads to mutations accumu-
lating over time in a lineage with very little influence
from their fitness effects on the organism, as long as
they are not lethal. Therefore, the number of mutations
that accumulate over time in a MA experiment can be
used to estimate the rate of spontaneous mutations in
an organism [1].
Point mutations and short indels (≤4 base pairs) were

previously identified in the genomes of E. coli clones iso-
lated at the end of this MA experiment, but structural
variation was not analyzed. We tested SV prediction by
breseq with default settings on the 21 genomes that had
evolved for 6,000 generations as part of this MA experi-
ment. The Illumina resequencing data sets for these ge-
nomes consist of paired-end data with 90-base reads and
an average coverage depth of approximately 100-fold.
We first examined breseq output for genetic differences
from the E. coli K-12 MG1655 (GenBank: NC_000913.2)
reference genome that were shared by all 21 MA clones.
These mutations were likely present in the MA experiment
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Figure 8 Performance of structural variant prediction on simulated Illumina data sets. Data sets with different read lengths and coverage
depths were generated according to an Illumina error model from simulated E. coli reference sequences with many examples of a single type of
mutation causing structural variation randomly introduced. Results in terms of the sensitivity (or recall) for recovering true-positives (top panels)
and the precision, equal to the number of true-positive predictions over the total number of predictions (bottom panels), are graphed as a function of
junction skew scores accepted for making predictions. Results are shown for simulated genomes containing only a) deletions with breakpoints
in non-repetitive reference genome sequences, b) new insertions of bacterial transposable sequences (IS elements), and c) deletions with one
boundary ending on a repetitive IS element. The default junction skew score cutoff used by breseq is 3.0.
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ancestor, so we generated an updated ancestral genome se-
quence incorporating these changes and used this as input
into breseq to predict new mutations that evolved inde-
pendently in each of the 21 MA lineages (Additional file 2).
In total, breseq predicted 48 evolved mutations that

led to structural variation — 8 deletions, 3 IS-mediated
deletions, 2 tandem duplications, and 35 IS-element
insertions — from 84 new junction and 9 missing
coverage evidence items. All of the remaining 5 unassigned
new junction evidence items and 1 missing coverage item
could be manually resolved into 4 additional mutations: 2
IS-element insertions located in genomic repeat sequences
that made one or both of the supporting junctions match
multiple sites in the reference sequence equally well; 1 de-
letion between IS elements in which at least one of the two
supporting junctions had one side that was ambiguously
placed; and 1 tandem repeat of 100 bases that was not
automatically predicted because this is longer than the read
length.
Manually examining all evidence items also showed that

one prediction of a point mutation was spurious and
actually resulted from the deletion of one 8-bp unit from a
sequence repeat that initially consisted of eight of these
8-bp units in the reference genome. Several pieces of un-
assigned missing coverage evidence (3 to 17 per genome)
appeared to be due to locally low read coverage that
dipped to zero at locations in the genome. As many of
the chromosomal regions with this missing coverage were
found in common between multiple independently evolved
MA lines, it is possible that they result from system-
atic biases in coverage due to a library preparation
artifact or more complex mutations that are already
present in the ancestral strain of E. coli but cannot be
resolved from mapping short-read data to the reference
sequence.
New junctions were also predicted that correspond to

a 1829-bp inversion caused by the pinE recombinase
within the e14 prophage [37]. The ancestral E. coli strain
appeared to have the P(−) orientation instead of the P(+)
orientation in the MG1655 reference sequence. Reversions
to the P(+) orientation were found in some of the evolved
genomes. In most cases these mutations were not present
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Figure 9 Performance of structural variant prediction on simulated 454 data sets. Read data sets with different average read lengths and coverage
depths were generated according to a 454 error model with a 10% standard deviation in read length from simulated E. coli reference sequences with
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in 100% of the sample, as determined by counting the
number of reads aligned to the P(−) form versus the
P(+) form in the same data set, perhaps indicating that
this region may be genetically unstable and commonly
“switch” during outgrowth of the selected clone, creating a
mixture before genomic DNA is isolated for sequencing.
In addition to these mutations giving rise to SV, breseq

predicted 19 indels (≤4 base pairs) and 154 base substi-
tutions in these genomes. These values are slightly higher
in each case than the 12 and 140, respectively, predicted
in the initial report [19]. This discrepancy is likely due to
differences in the stringency of read alignment and quality
control cutoffs, as all of the breseq indel and SNV predic-
tions appeared to be high quality upon manual examin-
ation. We cannot directly evaluate the performance of
breseq on this E. coli data since the full set of true-positive
mutations is unknown. However, we note that in other
cases where breseq has been applied to sets of evolutionar-
ily related genomes and when specific mutation predic-
tions have been experimentally validated that its accuracy
and sensitivity have been found to be similar to what was
obtained with the simulated data sets (>95%) for the types
of SV that it predicts [5,22].
Overall, we found that 24% of the 225 mutations pre-

dicted in the mutation accumulation experiment led to
structural variation in the E. coli chromosome (Figure 10,
Additional file 2). Insertions of new copies of insertion
sequence elements, particularly IS5, dominated among these
events. This reanalysis enables us to estimate a spontaneous
rate of SV mutations, which accounts for all mutations
that are not single-base substitutions or short indels, in
E. coli K-12 MG1655 of 0.00042 mutations per genome
per generation (with a Poisson 95% confidence interval
from 0.00032–0.00055). Of the SV predicted, 92% of the
events were fully predicted by breseq without the need for
any manual examination of “orphan” pieces of evidence to
resolve them into precise molecular events. Thus, breseq
is a useful tool for discovering mutations that cause struc-
tural variation in order to more comprehensively under-
stand how microbial genomes evolve.
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Planned future directions
Metagenomic resequencing data, generated from a mix-
ture of haploid microbial genomes that have evolved from
a common ancestor, can currently be analyzed by breseq
to estimate the frequencies of single-base substitution and
indel variants in a population [21,29,38]. We intend to ex-
tend this capability, leveraging the work described here, to
predict the frequencies of polymorphic structural variants
in mixed population samples. The frequencies of muta-
tions involving new junctions can be estimated by count-
ing sequencing reads that span new junction candidates
versus those that support unmutated reference genome
sequences [5,39]. This procedure could potentially detect
structural variants at much lower frequencies than single-
nucleotide or indel variants, as the occurrence of chimeric
reads generating false-positive evidence for such muta-
tions may be much rarer than the rate of base errors in se-
quencing data, but this hypothesis remains to be tested.
We also plan to have breseq integrate additional kinds

of evidence from more fully analyzing short-read DNA
sequencing data to make new and more precise mutation
predictions. We have shown that split-read alignment in-
formation is very effective for predicting SV and other mu-
tations in haploid microbial genomes, in agreement with
other studies [11,12]. However, using paired-end read
mapping and analyzing “discordant pair” evidence could
further aid in resolving breseq mutation predictions in or
near repetitive genomic regions. New types of SV, such as
large gene duplications, could also be predicted without
user intervention in the future by examining anomalies in
read-depth coverage across the reference genome to create
“copy number” evidence. This analysis might use a circular
binary segmentation algorithm [40] after accounting for
biases in read-depth coverage based on DNA fragment
GC-content [41], location in a chromosome with respect
to an origin of DNA replication [42], and other factors.
Finally, we intend to further improve breseq’s ability to

fully resolve and annotate complex events that may involve
successive mutations. For example, we commonly observe
genomes where a first IS insertion was followed by a
second, adjacent IS-mediated deletion in genomes derived
from the Lenski long-term laboratory evolution experi-
ment with E. coli [5]. Currently, these compound events
must be manually annotated as two mutations from a
combination of evidence consisting of two new sequence
junctions and one missing coverage interval.

Conclusion
Structural variation in microbial genomes is a common
source of genetic diversity that can be important during
strain evolution inside and outside the laboratory. Cur-
rently, ad hoc or non-automated approaches with unproven
performance are often used to detect SV in microbial gen-
ome resequencing data sets, or SV is neglected entirely and
only single-nucleotide and short indel variation are ana-
lyzed. We have demonstrated that breseq can fully predict
many types of SV in clonal samples from information about
regions of a reference genome joined by split-read align-
ments and regions lacking sequencing coverage. For ex-
ample, we found that 24% of the mutations detected in a
breseq reanalysis of genomes from an E. coli K-12 evolution
experiment resulted in SV, with new insertions of transpos-
able elements dominating among these major chromo-
somal changes. The SV-prediction capability of breseq
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should be useful for more fully characterizing genetic di-
versity in similar studies of evolving microorganisms.

Availability and requirements
Project name: breseq
Project home page: http://barricklab.org/breseq
Operating systems: Linux, Mac OSX, Windows (Cygwin)
Programming languages: C++, R
Other requirements: Bowtie 2 version 2.1.0 or higher,
R version 2.14 or higher
License: GNU General Public License (version 2)
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: none

Additional files

Additional file 1: [breseq-0.25.tar.gz]. Source code archive for breseq
computational pipeline (version 0.25).

Additional file 2: [MA_experiment_mutation_predictions.zip]. Archive
detailing breseq predictions of mutations in genomes from the E. colimutation
accumulation (MA) experiment. File contents are as follows: ancestor.gd,
differences between the ancestor strain of the MA experiment and the E. coli
MG1655 reference genome (GenBank:NC_000913.2) in Genome Diff format.
This text-based file format is described in the breseq documentation;
ancestor.gff, an annotated genome sequence of the MA ancestor in
GFF3 format, constructed by applying these mutations to the E. coli reference
sequence; Other *.gd files, Genome Diff files describing mutations predicted
in each of the 21 clones that were resequenced after 6,000 generations of
evolution in the MA experiment.
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JC: New junction evidence; MC: Missing coverage evidence; SNV: Single-
nucleotide variation; SV: Structural variation; SRA: Split-read alignment;
PEM: Paired-end read mapping.
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